


 External Halyard Flagpoles
The Z75, Z90, and Z100 pole 
systems with cylindrical shaft 
and standard hoisting mecha-
nism: perfect for hoisted or 
banner flags
Features:
•  Attractive finial made of cast silumin with an integrated 

pulley. 
•  Perlon hoisting halyard, Ø 5 mm, thimble on both ends, 

stainless steel carabineer.

•  Cast aluminum cleat, 160 mm........................
•  The external halyard with pulley and cleat is the "stan-
dard hoisting mechanism": economical, robust and easy 
to operate.

•  The high-quality alloy (Al-Mg-Si1-F30) ensures lasting 
stability. The anodized layer in accordance with the EU-
RAS DIN 17611 standard (min. 20 μ layer thickness) 
ensures a long-lasting, high-quality surface appearance.

•  Modular system: Retrofitting with ZD rotating crossbar 
system is possible.  

Flag Design
A special flag design is not necessary. All common, free-
waving flag types from 1.50 m x 3.00 m to 1.50 m x 5.00 
m, depending on the pole diameter and height, can be 
hoisted.
The upper flag carabineer is hooked into the thimble of 
the hoisting halyard and the lower carabineer hooked 
around the hoisting halyard.

Structural Stability According to DIN 1055-4
For models with tilt stabilizers: If unrestricted stability 
according to DIN is required, shaft base reinforcement is 
available for all nominal heights.

Minimum Stability: 9 Beaufort
The pole shafts of all product groups listed in this bro-
chure have been statically tested for a wind load of at 
least 9 Beaufort (75 - 88 km/h). This stability certification 
covers all specified flag sizes. In case of higher wind 
speeds, the flags must be taken down.
With no flag, stability up to a wind speed of 130 km/h 
(125 km/h for NH 10.0 m) is guaranteed. 

Further information and all current prices can be found on the Internet at:            

Vertical hoisted flag

Banner flag
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Internal Halyard Flags

                   Combined Flag, Light
                     and Camera Pole
Save costs and ease planning with a single flag 
pole that serves as a parking lot light and a 
flag advertisement. As a side effect the flag 
remains legible at night - at least as a recog-
nizable object - and your adve rtising mes-
sage can be seen from afar.  A camera can al-
so be added to the combination light/flag 
pole. This allows for video surveillance from 
the pole.
•  The nominal heights of 6 and 7 m can fitted with two 
top spotlights each; the nominal height 8 m can only 
be fitted with one spotlight due to static factors.

•  Attractive flood lights with protection class IP 65 and 
a silver housing made from die-cast aluminum are 
offered. The lights come standard with a clear glass 
face, asymmetrical reflector and integrated ballast.

The ZI75, ZI90, and ZI100 pole 
systems ensure best-possible 
theft prevention and ease of use
Our internal halyard system has proven its 
worth ten-thousand times over, and is the 
distinguishing characteristic of both hoisting 
systems:

ZI75/ZI90/ZI100: These models feature a 5 mm-
diameter perlon hoisting halyard inside the pole 
shaft as well as an operating compartment with a 
lockable door and quick fixing system (SFS) for the 
halyard.

ZI75/ZI90K/ZI100K: These models feature a 
zinc-plated steel halyard that runs inside the pole 
shaft with the new FlagLift crank hoisting system.

Additional Features:
•  Attractive finial made of cast silumin with an inte-

grated pulley. 
•  Five flag clips running in the pole channel.
•  The flag does not rise up due to gusting because of 
the flag's weight with a stainless steel carabineer on 
the lower carabineer hook.

•  A special flag design is not necessary. See specifica-
tions for the Z75 - Z100 system.

•  The minimum stability standard is guaranteed to a 
wind strength of 9 Beaufort (88 km/h).

Combination 
flagpole
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High-Quality Flagpole with Crossbar
The ZA75, ZA90, and ZA100 hoistable pole systems feature a cylin-
drical pole shaft with channel and rotatable telescoping crossbar

 We'd be happy to assist you!  + 0049 (0) 9833 98 894-0

These features have the following advantages:

•  Flagpoles with a telescoping crossbar ensure that 
your advertising message can be seen regardless of 
wind conditions. The flag is easy to read at all times.

•  Ease of use is assured by our proven hoisting sys-
tem or FlagLift, the new crank hoisting system.

ZD75 / ZD90 / ZD100: cylindrical 
pole shaft, rotatable telescoping 
crossbar, cannot be hoisted
The most economical of the crossbar poles 
for cylindrical pole shafts is the ZD, in 75-
mm, 90-mm or 100-mm diameters. External-
ly the ZD looks the ZA - only the hoisting 
system is missing. The pole shaft (without 
channel), finial, rotor armarmature and cross-
bar are identical in design, as well as the way 
in which the flag is attached with a hemstitch 
and carabineer using flag grommetsloops.

To fly a flag, the pole must be removed from the 
base mount and laid on the ground. Alternatively, 
the flag can be brought onto the pole from hoisting 
platform or scaffolding (if available). We strongly 
recommend a tilt stabilizer for use with the ZD90 
and ZD100 models as this it makes it possible to lay 
the pole on the ground for flag changing without 
undue exertion or tools.

The sizes, dimensions and weights of the ZD series 
correspond to those of the ZA types, as does the 
attachment. Flag grommets loops and flag weight are 
also included with delivery. starting at starting at 

173.--173.-- euros euros
VAT included

THE INEXPENSIVE 
ALTERNATIVE!








